Press Release
David Knight wins the first round of FIM Europe X-Treme Enduro Cup
The European season of races has officially started: the opening event was the first race of Enduro
Extreme Cup, in Bradford, Great Britain. It was an
involving race and at end the winner was the three
times enduro world champion fron Isle of Man
David Knight.
The journalist Bob Mullins of Enduronews.com provided a full report of the event.
«It was hard, really hard, all of it, not just one bit,
the hardest one yet!» said KTM rider David Knight
following his outstanding win.
The weather was very kind, providing a dry day
with sunshine at times and a course which was wet
in places, dry in others but designed to test all levels of rider to their maximum. Knighter described
the mud as ‘claggy’, sticking to the bikes and in the
tyres and making the going difficult in places, quite
different conditions to last year’s very cold event at
Tong.
Because of the events billing as the opening round
of the FIM Europe Extreme Cup there were plenty
of riders from the Continent and Scandinavia who
were eager to get a good start in this prestigious
competition. Norwegians Becker Johansen, Martin
Hovin and Andre Wold have raced in the Battle of
the Vikings and they are committed to compete in
all the 2015 FIM European Extreme Enduro
rounds.
The first round of European Enduro Extreme Cup
Spanish trials rider Mario Roman finished Erzberg
in 2014 and he climbed onto the podium at Extreme Lagares, Pitted against them were the Brits battling in the second round of the ACU British Extreme
Enduro Championship. It is fair to say that the Europeans learned why the UK breeds such good extreme
riders, once they had experienced the course at Parkwood Offroad Center, Tong near Bradford.
The Youth class was hotly contested. Brad Williams had a cracking ride to take sixth overall and the top
Youth spot ahead of Brandon Sharples with first timer Sonny Parker putting in a superb ride to take third
in class. A spirited effort from Elliot Bradshaw got him up to fourth with James Jackson taking fifth.
With a well-worn course ahead of them, crowded with thousands of spectators, the Pro, Expert and Clubman riders set out at 12.30pm for two and a half hours. "Knighter" made sure he was first into the rocks
and first out, closely followed by Spanish Pro Mario Roman on an Appleyard Husqvarna. Jack Edmondson steered his Leisure Trail KTM UK machine clear of trouble to be the third rider through as riders
piled up behind him and struggled to get untangled.
Eurotek KTM mounted Paul Bolton soon made up ground and moved into the top three but by the end
of the first lap Knight had complete control. As he closed on backmarkers the going became more difficult
in places and the big Manxman worked hard to steer clear of trouble, even he found a big rut to struggle
with for a while.
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Bolton moved to second place and he and Knight both hit the ditch jump lap after lap, eventually becoming
the only two riders to consistently tackle this formidable obstacle. MPS Racing’s Jake Subachus had one
of the most spectacular crashes at the jump on his Sherco, landing short and catching a log with the front
wheel.
Tom Sagar, Colwyn Bay KTM UK, was in the thick of it as usual, battling with Jonathan Richardson at
times and trying hard to keep Mario Roman at bay. Bolton closed significantly on Knight at the threequarter point of the race but Knight simply stepped up a gear and eventually pulled a three-minute lead
to take a very well deserved victory.
Bolts kept up his pace to take second behind Knight, both riders a lap up on Jonathan Richardson who
surprised many onlookers to take third spot. He had never been out of the top five at any point and certainly
deserved his podium place. Tom Sagar finished four minutes after Richardson in fourth spot with top overseas entrant Mario Roman taking a hard-fought fifth.
Looking at the entry list it might have seemed a forgone conclusion that Knight would win, which he did,
but he was forced to use every ounce of his considerable experience to keep out of trouble and keep pushing forwards to take the win.
David Knight said: “The first event in Wales was totally different with a new venue and long laps; so unexpected to all the riders. I ended up beating Graham Jarvis there - who is arguably the best extreme endure
rider in the world - by 10 minutes, so that was obviously great for my confidence and a great start back
on KTM.
But this event was so different. Everyone is relatively familiar with the course, but it was a lot wetter than
usual and it was the toughest race held here for years. It was really claggy; a struggle to clear the tyres
of mud. It was hard to keep a rhythm, as there were a lot of riders getting stuck in places so I couldn’t
keep a line. But some hard time on the bike is always good".
The results can be downloaded here: http://www.fim-europe.eu/site/index.php
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About FIM Europe (www.fim-europe.com) - The FIM Europe (in the past UEM, Union Europèenne de Motocyclisme) includes
47 National Federations (FMNs) and 6 Regional Motorcycling Associations and is a European organization acting within its attributions in all matters in relation with motorcycling activities and, as such, in domains ranging from sport, tourism, leisure, environment, mobility, road safety, legislative affairs, protection and defence of the rights and interests of motorcycle users. As far as
motorcycle sport is concerned, the FIM Europe is the supreme and sole European authority empowered by the FIM to control
European motorcycling sport activities organized under its jurisdiction throughout Europe.The aims of FIM Europe are to develop
and promote all forms of motorcycling in Europe as well as the co-operation and friendship between its members, and notably:
to examine all questions related to the development of motorcycling in Europe; to organize European Championships and to
establish all competitions that appear beneficial subject to the prior approval of the FIM; to co-operate with the FIM in all matters
relating to the organization of international events and motorcycling in general; to organize camps and seminars for riders, officials,
coaches and administrators of various European FMNs; to support the creation and development of motorcycling activities in all
European countries; to promote the co-operation among all European FMNs; to promote motorcycling among young people,
both as sport and motorcycling in general; to encourage the use of motorcycles in European countries and to develop motorcycle
tourism; to represent the interests of motorcyclists before European authorities; to promote in the media the sport of motorcycling
and the use of motorcycles in all of Europe.
Follow us on Facebook: www.facebook.com/europeanmotorcycling

